
Nearspawn are a race that has recently appeared in the southern end of the Broken Lands. Supposed to be the result of a magical experiment rather than random mutation due to their complex social structure and physiology, they are supposed to be humanoid in origin; despite their occasional insectoid features, nearspawn are warm-blooded and have internal bones. Studies show an alchemical affinity with greenskins which is confirmed by behavioral observation; due to the wildly different physiologies observed, it is theorized that nearspawn have teleological if not biological affinity with social insects as well, especially ants and termites. Mating habits are unknown, but they have been observed to nurse their young as humanoids do; like goblins, nearspawn are not very clearly differentiated sexually and may therefore come from asexual reproduction. 

Below is a preliminary report on types of nearspawn. The name "nearspawn" is a translation from Orkish of the names that this race either has chosen for itself or has been given by its creator; our best guess as to the meaning of the name is that this new race is aware of its recent and local origins. Predictably, this is turning into a claim of birthright. Among each other, nearspawn speak a simplified dialect of Orkish and make great use of subverbal cues and body language; a basic form of telepathy to integrate this has not been ruled out.

Interestingly, much like centaurs or merfolk, despite their obviously artificial origin nearspawn do not seem to have an intrinsic magical field about them, and may therefore last as a race as long as the natural law will let them do so; while nearspawn have been observed using magic, this has only happened with exceptional individuals (see below). 

Antling (Murglin):
A very small creature about half the size of a hin, antlings look like half-scale goblins with tough black skin. The fact that four- and six-legged versions, with spindly insectoid legs coming out of their sides rather than bipedal legs, have been observed has prompted the learned to make similarities between these creatures and worker ants: like ants, they are dexterous but more or less incapable of, or uninterested in, communication with others outside their kind. Since they are seldom seen unless in the company of ribclackers, the nearspawn "workforce" may actually be composed of other creatures.
::Sample Antling::
LN Tiny Humanoid [Orkoid] Initiative +7
HD 1/2d8 (2hp) Fort +3, Ref +5, Will +1
STR3 DEX16 CON13 INT4 WIS13 CHA6
Movement: 20ft Land, 15ft climb
Space/Reach: 1/2ft / 0ft BAB/CMB: +0 / -8
Qualities: Darkvision 60ft Feats: Improved Initiative
Skills: Hide +12, Listen +4, Move Silently +12, Spot +4
Tier 0: costs to spawn 0/month, 1/week, 2/day

Black Goblin (Firblin):
This creature is almost indistinguishable from a goblin at first glance, save for its distinct black skin. They tend to make up at least half of the total population of a colony. Compared to known goblin tribes, they appear less manic and more organized, if a little slower in thought and motion. Not showing the sharp division between intelligent and feral individual that other goblins display, black goblins generally cogitate and communicate well enough, though their intelligence seems more limited to their duties than that of intelligent goblins: this would seem to corroborate theories about a hive organization. Black goblins are tougher and slower than their green cousins.
::Sample Black Goblin::
LN Black Goblin Expert 1
HP: 7 Fort +0, Ref +0, Will +2 BAB +0, Melee +1, Ranged +1
STR11 DEX10 CON13 INT10 WIS11 CHA8
Small Humanoid [Orkoid], 20ft landspeed
Darkvision 60ft
AC 11 (+1 size), touch 11, flatfooted 11
:Feats: Skill focus [X]
: Gear: Artisan's Tools
Skills: +4 to any 6
Tier 0: costs to spawn 1/month, 3/week, 5/day

Dronite (Magorg):
This creature is larger, but shorter, than the average goblin or dwarf. It is humanoid until the hips, resembling a more muscled Black Goblin, after which it features insect-like legs and abdomen, with the upper body serving as a cephalothorax analogue; four-, six- and eight-legged whole bodied individuals have been observed, although a dronite will maintain close to full mobility with only four lower limbs. Dronites can fight moderately well in the open, and are presumed to be excellent tunnel fighters; they tend to be less intelligent but more focused than black goblins on average. Their abdomens contain powerful muscles that end in stubby additional legs which, if the material is there, nearspawn occasionally use these extra muscles and vestigial limbs to operate tools mounted on their backs; perhaps in a homage to their spiderlike shape, some dronites carry a grappler and winch harnessed to these.
::Sample Dronite::
LN Dronite Fighter 1
HP: 14 Fort +2, Ref +0, Will +0 BAB +1, Melee +3, Ranged +2
STR13 DEX11 CON14 INT10 WIS9 CHA6
Small Humanoid [Tauric, Orkoid], 30ft land speed
Darkvision 60ft
AC 13 (+2 armour, +1 size), touch 11, flatfooted 13
:Feats: Toughness, Weapon Focus (Cleaver)
: Gear: Small Goblin Cleaver (+4 melee 1d8+2 B/S 20/x2), Padded Armour
Skills: Hide +4, Intimidate +2, Jump +5, Move Silently +4
Tier 1: costs to spawn 2/month, 4/week, 6/day

Spider centaur (Dridlefir):
A larger variant of the creature described above; if dronites are worker ants, spider centaurs are the soldiers. Resembling humans, hobgoblins or small orks in the build of their upper halves, spider centaurs are both tough and deceptively quick; while they cannot cling to walls or shoot web, they are excellent climbers and jumpers. Their abdomens are heavily muscled, with some muscles going down into the legs and some moving the single stinger-like bony tail at the rear end of the creature. "Siege" spider centaurs have been observed using this basic but powerful limb, properly augmented with a harness and pulley system, as a catapult to fire stones (and occasionally smaller nearspawn) in an arc over their heads over long distances. Spider centaurs are usually verbal, but tend to have little to say -- they are definitely the main military caste of the nearspawn, and like orks tend to intimidate their smaller brethren somewhat.
::Sample Dridlefir::
LN Driddlefir Barbarian 3
HP: 30 Fort +5, Ref +1, Will -1 BAB +3, Melee +5, Ranged +3
STR15 DEX11 CON12 INT10 WIS7 CHA6
Medium Humanoid [Tauric, Orkoid], 40ft land speed, 30ft climb speed
Darkvision 60ft, Ork Blood, Orkish Toughness
AC 12 (+2 leather armour), touch 10, Flatfooted 12
:Feats: Power Attack, Extra Rage
:Class: Fast Movement, Rage 1/day, Uncanny Dodge, Trap Sense +1
:Rage: HP +6, Melee +7, Damage +3, [1/day, 6 rounds]
Gear: Goblin Cleaver (+5 melee 1d10+3 B/S 20/x3), Leather Armour
Skills: Climb +16, Intimidate +6, Jump +8, Listen +4
Tier 2: costs to spawn 3/month, 6/week, 10/day

Rib Clacker (Hornaglin):
This creature keeps the humanoid upper half appearance, replacing the lower half with a long, almost meatless spine and a second ribcage. Due to the bulk of its tail, it is essentially unable to move on its own on land and barely able to swim; however, it is never encountered in its natural state. Rather, the creature is built into a construct; the "ribs" on its tail are connected to levers and pulleys that allow it to operate the vehicle's mechanical parts. This rarely seen creature is seen as conclusive proof that nearspawn have an artificial origin; ribclackers have been observed operating in symbiosis with one or two antlings that act as the ribclacker's maintenance workers. These unusual creatures are invariably intelligent enough to hold a conversation and tend to have a good sense of direction, and possess excellent eyesight; they have been seen coordinating the action of other nearspawn, especially antlings. However, they have very little in the way of what we would consider a personality. Within the colony, ribclackers are sometimes used to control stationary machines such as pumps, elevators and especially furnaces (since spawncraft furnaces are a bad idea).
Tier 3: costs to spawn 1/year, 5/month, 10/week.

Mastermind (Zealotish):
An odd creature, naturally imbued with sorcerous blood. Given that nearspawn are by creation a nonmagical race, it is rather rare for one to be born; few have been observed. Possibly as a result of the elan of a fledgling, immature race being directed with such focus on higher mental function, only the base essentials for the sustainance of life are given to it: Masterminds are almost helpless physically.  Resembling a humanoid without arms or legs, they are about the same size of a human or elf as far as the head and torso go; they share dark skin with the rest of their race, yellow eyes with the larger orkoids, and the few specimen observed invariably sported naturally blonde or otherwise clear-colored hair. While they are easily the intellectual equal of the intended recipients of this report, they only communicate in short, precise sentences that come across as commands given to the simple; it is speculated that this is merely an effect of nurture, given their comparatively genius level intelligence comparted to the rest of their race and the fact that they are waited on hand and foot by their more mobile but less acute brethren. Given how few specimens have been observed, this may simply be a case of ill fortune in meetings, however; this would also explain why all specimens observed so far have appeared female. All nearspawn masterminds have been seen carried by dronites or ribclackers.

::Sample Zealotish::
 Oltomihr
LN Zealotish Seer 5
HP: 22 Fort +1, Ref +3, Will +4 BAB +2, Ranged +4
STR6 DEX14 CON10 INT18 WIS11 CHA15
Small Humanoid [Orkoid], 10ft movespeed
Darkvision 60ft, Limbless, Naturally Psionic
AC 17 (+2 dex, +4 force, +1 size) touch 13, flatfooted 15
:Feats: Psionic body, Combat Manifestation, Overchannel, Talented
 Power Point Pool: 37 Powers Known: [11, 3rd max]
Psi-likes: Mindlink (At-will, orkoids only), Psionic Charm (3/day, Orkoids only, DC15)
1st: Distract, Force Screen, Precognition, Telempathic Projection, Vigor
2nd: Clairvoyant Sense, Sensitivity to Psychic Impressions, Sustenance, Recall Agony
3rd: Fate Link, Telekinetic Force
Skills: Concentration +8 (+12), Gather Information +10, Knowledge (all +5), Listen +8, Psicraft +10, Spot +8
Tier 4: costs to spawn 5/year, 20/month, 60/week

 Tetrmihr
LN Zealotish Nomad 5
HP: 22 Fort +1, Ref +3, Will +5 BAB +2, Ranged +4
STR6 DEX14 CON10 INT18 WIS13 CHA13
Small Humanoid [Orkoid], 20ft movespeed
Darkvision 60ft, Limbless, Naturally Psionic
AC 17 (+2 dex, +4 force, +1 size) touch 13, flatfooted 15 [+4 deflection]
:Feats: Psionic body, Combat Manifestation, Speed of Thought, Psionic Talent
 Power Point Pool: 39 Powers Known: [11, 3rd max]
Psi-likes: Mindlink (At-will, orkoids only), Psionic Charm (3/day, Orkoids only, DC15)
1st: Dimension Hop, Flutter, Force Screen, Telempathic Projection, Vigor
2nd: Decceleration, Dimension Swap, Psionic Levitate, Sustenance
3rd: Mental Barrier
Skills: Concentration +8 (+12), Knowledge (all +6), Psicraft +12, Survival +7
Tier 4: costs to spawn 5/year, 20/month, 60/week

 Zehkelmihr
LN Zealotish Kineticist 5
HP: 22 Fort +1, Ref +3, Will +5 BAB +2, Ranged +4
STR6 DEX14 CON10 INT18 WIS13 CHA13
Small Humanoid [Orkoid], 20ft movespeed
Darkvision 60ft, Limbless, Naturally Psionic
AC 17 (+2 dex, +4 force, +1 size) touch 13, flatfooted 15 [+4 deflection]
:Feats: Psionic body, Combat Manifestation, Overchannel, Talented
 Power Point Pool: 39 Powers Known: [11, 3rd max]
Psi-likes: Mindlink (At-will, orkoids only), Psionic Charm (3/day, Orkoids only, DC15)
1st: Animate Object, Energy Ray, Inertial Armour, Know Direction/Location, Missive, Telempathic Projection
2nd: Control Air, Energy Missile, Energy Push
3rd: Energy Bolt, Energy Cone
Skills: Autohypnosis +9, Concentraiton +8 (+12), Disable Device +10, Intimidate +9, Knowledge (Arcana +12), Psicraft +12
Tier 4: costs to spawn 5/year, 20/month, 60/week

Constrictor (Lonaglin):
It is unknown whether this nearspawn subtype is an evolution or a regression from the ribclacker. It resembles a lamia in that it has a humanoid upper half, like most nearspawn, and a snake-like lower half which unlike that of a ribclacker is well muscled. Constrictors also have secondary, semi-vestigial legs (usually two) that protrude from the hips and have been seen with edged weapons tied or strapped to them. Within the colony, constrictors have been observed used as beasts of burden, diggers, and fishers. Oddly, they also tend to guard newborn and have been known to temporarily swallow them to protect them; the presence of a secondary stomach in constrictor tails is confirmed by at least one sighting of an extremely bloated specimen used as a container for purified water.
Tier 2: costs to spawn 1/year, 4/month, 8/week

Scourge (Tellamurglin):

Antlings that have mutated to grow batlike wings between their limbs can be a veritable scourge upon spelunkers; they appear rather batlike in both shape and flying ability, although their perception is primarily visual rather than acoustic. While they look like twisted parodies of the graceful fae (and are approximately the same in size) they are fortunately far less dangerous head for head. Displaying high level of activity and manic behavior common to goblins, nearspawn scourge are pretty much without exception barely verbal.

::Sample Scourge::
LN Tiny Humanoid [Orkoid] Initiative +7
HD 1/2d8 (2hp) Fort +3, Ref +5, Will +1
STR3 DEX16 CON13 INT4 WIS13 CHA6
Movement: 5ft Land, 15ft climb, 40ft flight (clumsy)
Space/Reach: 1/2ft / 0ft BAB/CMB: +0 / -8
Qualities: Darkvision 60ft Feats: Improved Initiative
Skills: Hide +12, Listen +4, Move Silently +12, Spot +4
Tier 2: costs to spawn 1/month, 3/week, 5/day

Blossom Tree (Fuwaform):

Strictly speaking, this is not a tree at all: it appears to be at least partially related to the tower-cap fungi commonly found in and under Rockhome. Whether it is capable of gaining nourishment from the sun is unknown; however, this plant has been sighted at the edges of nearspawn territory and nowhere else, and is assumed to be associated with them. Much like some carnivorous plants, it has been known to "snap" its branches occasionally, shaking itself and releasing a cloud of noxious or luminescent spores; eardrum-like tissue nestled in nodes in the bark tends to activate this movement, however this property is generally lost if the tree is eradicated and transplanted elsewhere -- even if the "eardrums" are not damaged, the plant will normally live out its cycle without triggering its spore-release mechanism. 
Tier 1/3 (Spawncraft): costs to spawn 0/month, 1/week, 2/day


Queen (?)
We speculate that given the similarities between nearspawn and social insects, their colony is presided over by a queen; whether the race follows the traditional notion of the queen ant or bee ruling over the colony, or whether it follows recent learnings of a queen insect being in fact only brood-mother and not monarch, is unknown. It is possible that the nearspawn queen is in fact the arcane wonder-worker who has created the race in the first place; communication with nearspawn leave this very ambiguous, although their society is definitely matriarchal. nearspawn met so far indicate belonging to a single colony, giving credence to the possibility that only one nearspawn queen exists.


Life cycle

nearspawn function much like orkoids, particularly goblins, as far as life cycle goes: like goblins, they detach in an infant stage from their core fungal mass and begin growing. Interestingly, nearspawn newborns (generally called tadpoles (Neaglings), due to the shape -- humanoid up to the waist and terminating in a short fleshy tail that will either atrophy as the lower limbs grow, or lengthen to full relative size) are undifferentiated and divide into different castes later in life; whether their place in the colony is determined at birth or depends on the Queen's will, either psionically or via different diet, is unknown although the latter theory is fortified by the observation that masterminds are breastfed well into adulthood, although that may simply be one of their preferred methods of nutrition. Different castes of nearspawn take differing amounts of time to develop: antlings can start their tasks in weeks and last a few years, while masterminds develop over the span of many months and are thought to have more or less the same lifespan as a human. Either way, nearspawn childhood is much briefer than in all other orkoids; adolescence is detectable by the appearance of vestigial secondary sexual characteristics, and can be considered the beginning of adulthood in that by that time the nearspawn is already a full member of the colony. Parental care is voluntary and usually taken up by black goblins; what little education nearspawn need also happens in that phase; in earlier stages, constrictors tend to guard infants and breastfeed them. While nearspawn do not display the range of personalities seen in goblins or hobgoblins, those who are intelligent enough to communicate are anything but simple parts of a hive; they will display independent thought and occasionally get into heated arguments. It is speculated that, if there is no nearspawn queen, these arguments allow the colony as a whole to form an opinion which is then propagated through the population until there is a consensus to act on -- nearspawn will be seen arguing loudly, and then fall into lockstep in moments once some nebulous threshold of agreement has reached. Dead nearspawn are brought to and reabsorbed into the core fungal mass; away parties have been known to eat part of their dead, although they do make an effort to return some of their lost ones to the core of their colony. The life span of a nearspawn, like its maturation time depends on caste and in any case is expected to vary significantly -- nearspawn haven't been observed long enough to see one dead of old age yet.






------------------------------------------------------------------

What's really going on

Through an unspecified and very unlikely chain of events, you have been absorbed into an orkoid core fungal mass. Ordinarily, the giant fungoid would have filled you with sedative chemicals and let the small creatures that live on it feast on you before, if able, absorbing part of your memories and skills. However, it went a different way this time. What's left of your body has at least partially fused with the fungal mass, but you've retained most or all of your individuality and now constitute the primary personality of this tribe.

Greenskin Overmind

     Prerequisite: Greenskin ancestry. INT 15 or better. Total level 5 or better. Will save +3 or better.

     Suggested plot hooks: 
A) Character is brought to negative hit points, taken to a fungal mass for recycling, and then brought back to positive hit points without being removed from it.
B) Concious character is dropped/brought into contact with the fungal mass, managing to fight off the sedatives (DC15 fort save) and mind of the current mass as they are absorbed.

     Hit Die: d6 (Local for your body), 2xd20 (Global for the fungal mass)

     Template: Upon implantation, you lose one of your levels and immediately gain the first Overmind level.


     Class Skills: 


     Weapon and Armour Proficiencies: (Class AC: E) Overminds retain their weapon proficiencies but lose armor proficiencies.

Level	BAB	Fort	Ref	Will	Special				EP	/day	Tier	Max underlings (in tiers, tier 0 counts as 1/2)
0	+0	+0	+0	+2	Foc. Ev., Avatar I, SC I	10	0	0	17
1	+1	+1	+1	+3	Avatar II, Hive Sense		15	4	1	42
2	+2	+1	+1	+4	Avatar III,	Spawncraft II	25	6	2	116
3	+3	+2	+2	+5	Avatar IV,	Hive Presence	46	8	3	286
4	+4	+3	+3	+6	Avatar V, Spawncraft III	72	10	4	640
5	+5	+3	+3	+7	Hive Mind, Rebirth		88	11	5	Unlimited

(extra abilities should be related to growth and assimilation)


Focused Evolution: You are now a very different creature; your brood exists to serve you, and you exist to keep them healthy and numerous. You have likely lost a great deal of mobility (your legs or your spine may have been absorbed by the fungal mass, etc.) but gained biological immortality, or at least a five-figure lifespan if you can keep the ecosystem and culture that revolves around you going. You are now the very definition of a natural leader for your new people. As the sapient core of a colony of orkoids, you have some control over their biological function in addition to their behavior. By focusing, you can affect the normally autonomic functions of the fungal mass you are part of in order to spawn different kinds of underling by activating this or that portion of the biological data stored in yourself. You can also reabsorb an underling and return them to the world in a different shape. You can even visit the memories of your fallen foes if they are brought to you for consumption. Finally, you can direct your own growth as an organism, focusing your metabolism to achieve quick and powerful changes in your form. You can accelerate the spawning of your minions by spending evolution points on it (at level 0, it is all you can spend them on).

Avatar (PSu): You can take control of one of your minions as if it were your own body -- how effective this is depends on how good you are at it, and how different that body is from your original one. While there is no ill effect on the underling's psyche to be controlled this way, you have to allow for a ramp-up period in which the underling's consciousness enters a deep sleep -- not allowing for this is akin to possession, and is considered an evil act in most circumstances. In addition, you have a maximum length of stay in the underling's consciousness. Underlings will remember nothing, or very little, of your actions.
Level	Ramp-up		Max time	Cooldown
1	5 minutes	1 hour		5 hours
2	2 minutes	2 hours		2 hours
3	1 minute	4 hours		1 hour
4	30 seconds	8 hours		30 minutes
5	6 seconds	16 hours		10 minutes

Spawncraft: You can direct your own growth, leaving your back brain in control of specialized organs and structures. Examples include spore launchers, container sacs for liquids, tendrils and tentacles, and so on. Each of these structures "ties up" one of your evolution points until it is destroyed or reabsorbed, IF it has moving parts, in order to keep control of it. Advanced spawncraft allows you to make more complex structures: gas-tight sacs that can handle compression, fine manipulators, projectile launchers, and additional specialized sense organs such as touch-detector pads. It also allows you the benefit of an alchemist's laboratory. One evolution point is still tied up for any structure that has moving parts, UNLESS it is simple and requires no conscious control from you, like a pump that is "always on" or a spore launcher that is triggered by tripping on a vine. Reabsorbing a fully grown structure takes half the time it takes to grow it. 
::Example structures::
Structure	Level	EPs	Grow time	Function
Cane		1	0	6 hours	A bamboo-like rod or handle for a tool; grow it and cut it from you to let your underlings use it
Plate		1	0	2 hours	A thick scalelike growth that can be bolted on leather armor, used as a plate to eat on, etc. 
Creep		1	0	1 day		Basic touch sensor in an area
Mask		1	0	1 day		Same as a plate, but grown more slowly in order to have a hint of facial features, smoothness, eye/nose/mouth holes.
Waterpump	2	1	1 day		Fish-heart like organ that pumps water. No EPs at level 2
Bellows	2	1	1 day		Lung like organ that circulates air. No EPs at level 2
Tentacle	2	1	2 days	About as strong as an arm (weaker if longer), no fine movement
Oracle	2	1	1 day		Sculpted "face" with functional mouth and (hidden) eardrum for communication; functional eyes at level 3
Lymphnode	2	1	10 days	Circulatory system to carry healing chemicals around your creep for your underlings: needs an alchemitor or a storage tank
Workbench	3	2	5 days	Work surface with many small tentacles on the "ceiling"
Gassifier	3	3	3 days	Gas sac, pump system and reaction chamber to produce hydrogen or methane from waste
Alchemitor	3	4	2 days	Additional alchemist's lab which will continually produce one compound without your attention
Moniac	3	5	1 day		Fluid-based cogitator that lets you do math very quickly or very accurately

Hive Sense: Your underlings subconsciously report to you what they see, hear and smell; while you cannot get the details, you are made aware of things like enemies, sources of food or water, or objects that the underling was specifically sent to look for.

Hive Presence: Aside from the Avatar ability, you may passively observe the world through the senses of one of your underling at a time, while at the same time maintaining awareness as yourself. The underling will be unaware of the "intrusion", but will mentally tire quicker than usual.

Hive Mind (PSu): You can control any of your brood that are in your part of the world without penalties, cooldown or ramp-up, taking over their will instantly. The affected underling will afterward believe that they acted on their own accord, although surrounding underling may not see it the same way. Psionicists and arcane telepath will not be able to pinpoint the location of your mind, homing in on the underling instead; any spell affecting your consciousness or soul will be targeted to the location of the underling you're currently inhabiting. Ability drain attacks will only affect the underling you are inhabiting. Essentially, you are able to switch bodies at will with any of your underlings; there is still a maximum length of stay, equivalent to one day. You are also automatically aware of everything your underlings feel and experience if you choose to be, up to a number of underlings equivalent to your Wisdom and Intelligence bonus combined at a time.

Rebirth (Ex): Starting fifth level, at any time you choose to, you may sacrifice all your current evolution points to generate a cocoon, a special Tier 5 underling that will remain dormant a number of days equal to your pre-overmind level. You may reabsorb the cocoon at any time prior to its hatching. If and when it does hatch, your consciousness will be transferred in the new underling and a copy of it kept in the fungal mass; you are now reborn into a very close approximation of the form you had before implantation, OR the natural form of one of your underlings, according to your choice. You lose all your overmind levels and regain the level you lost upon implantation. The following differences apply:
* You are now in your physical prime as far as aging goes, keeping any bonuses due to advanced age, but none of the penalties.
* You retain all INT and WIS based skills you have learned post-implantation, and half (rounded up) of your languages.
* You may choose up to five physical traits you or your brood have gained or evolved to be carried over to your new body (for example, faster metabolism or wings). 
* You retain any spellcasting abilities you may have lost during the removal of the overmind levels, but you may not change spell slots you don't have access to with your new levels.
* You may NOT rejoin another orkoid fungal mass this way, ever -- only the one you spawned from. Trying to do so will result in you being absorbed and your mind devoured. If you do rejoin the fungal mass from where you spawned -- and you still have to fight your "copy" to do so -- you lose your last level and gain 4 (not 5!) level of Overmind.

GM facilitation chart

nearspawn of the Golden Coin Tribe colony

name		sex	breed	build		vice		virtue		skillpref

*Carrier	n	rc	medium	aloof		competent		pilot
Tech1		n	al(2)	medium	/		/			airship crew
Tech2		n	al(2)	medium	/		/			airship crew
Digger1	n	al(4)	medium	/		/			miner
Digger2	n	al(4)	medium	/		/			miner
Digger3	n	al(4)	medium	/		/			miner
Digger4	n	al(4)	medium	/		/			miner
Scout1	n	al(2)	small		/		/			scout
Scout2	n	al(2)	small		/		/			scout
Scout3	n	al(2)	small		/		/			scout
Scout4	n	al(2)	small		/		/			scout
Tempr		h	g	medium	angry		fast			fighter
Grummsh	m	g	medium	greedy	fighty		fighter
Zelga		f	g	small		sullen	crafty		carpenter
Wargmi	f	g	medium	stolid	driven		cook
Tolmsh	m	g	large		lazy		sensible		fisher
Mess'sith	n	g	small		gluttonous	industrious		blacksmith
Terrachek	h	g	large		pervy		foresighted		farmer
Dorro		n	g	large		sloppy	strong		miner
Arphelli	m	g	medium	OCD		OCD			stonecrafter
Arphilla	f	g	medium	OCD		OCD			stonecrafter
Orpterro	m	g	large		loud		stout			miner
Flaflan	f	co	small		hungry	relentless		caretaker
Gametorra	f	co	large		proud		proud			farmer
Spi'loh	f	mmbi	small		naive		intelligent		singer
Torptra	f	d	small		cowardly	eidetic		scout
Dridda	f	df	medium	jealous	aware			fighter
Ecker		m	df	large		vain		resilient		fighter


Away team

Gellamo	m	g	vsmall	weakwilled	quick			engineer
Machista	m	d	medium	overconf.	tough			fighter
Ka'erie	h	co	medium	lazy		motherly		pilot?
Natch		h	df	medium	defiant	independent		fighter
Poporon	f	d	medium	boring	focused		cook

immature:

1  MMBI: Fell'loh (Young One)
3  DF:   Zerraph (Wind), Telka (Gravel), Coplitrr (Hard Shell) 
5  D :   (War'rez, Sellia, Ornch, Caphe, Tulip)
10 G :   (Limsh, Cotta, Orson, Urist (lol), Odom, Elefae, Zalpha, Gamle, Vodka)
1  CO:   Amlion (Guardian)
6 Scourge

Food requirements: 46
Scourge, Antling, Birther 0.5
Constrictor, Dridlefir 2
Everyone else 1






